HOTEL CASINO CHAVES
- INSPIRED BY LIGHT
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Within five minutes’ drive of the historic centre of Chaves, a city in
northern Portugal, the Hotel Casino Chaves is located in beautiful
green surroundings overlooking the mountains between the Minho
region and Trás-os-Montes. The town of Chaves itself has great
historical importance with reminders of the 17th century; medieval
forts, an imposing castle and Roman bridge among pilgrim sites and
churches.
The Hotel Casino Chaves is a four-star hotel with a driving range, football field, complete health club and above all a Casino with over 300
slot machines and 14 gaming tables. The hotel itself consists of 72
rooms and six suites, bars, gourmet restaurant and lobbies; versatile
areas with multiple purposes of use.

FULFILLED CHALLENGES
As Raul Serafim from RS e ASSOCIADOS – the consultant and lighting designer for Hotel Casino Chaves - says: “When designing the
lighting for this Hotel Casino, it was necessary to keep it fresh and
leave it open for daily life activities and not only for the night-time as
these types of Hotel Casinos are usually for”. Mr. Serafim continues:
“Friendly but discrete areas still keeping the strict directives of glamour
and colour of the gaming business was one of the main targets. One of
the biggest challenges in the project was to create ambiences that the
customer, decorator and architect agreed on in every single area. This
was greatly helped and supported by JFS-Sistemas.”

SOLVERDE GROUP
Hotel Casino Chaves is part of the
Solverde Group. Solverde -Sociedade de Investimentos Turísticos
da Costa Verde S.A. - was founded
in 1972 in Espinho, Portugal. Since
those days the Solverde Group has
grown from a local gaming unit into a
national group of several high quality
hotels and casinos all over Portugal.

“The lighting control system is the most important innovator in
Hotel Casino Chaves, as in all Solverde Casinos and Hotels”,
says the company’s technical director, Mr. Vasco Santos. The
lighting control is managed with two systems that complement
each other; the architectural lighting control from Helvar complemented by the Building Management System (BMS). The BMS
system controls all on/off circuits in all technical areas and where
architectural control is not needed. In some areas the BMS also
controls one call scenes with Helvar interfaces.
The Helvar system controls all areas related to architectural lighting. That consists of all dimming and colour changing effects also
including the DMX protocol for LED’s. The Helvar system was
projected, specified, installed and programmed by JFS-Sistemas,
Helvar’s Certified Partner in Portugal.
For João Fontes from JFS-Sistemas, the project was ambitious
and challenging. Within only two months JFS-Sistemas accomplished the architectural lighting from zero to the first phase, the
Casino; a record time for this size of a system. Still the project
has been very rewarding, not only because of the record time in
accomplishing the system.

HIDDEN BUT VISIBLE POWER

Daylight meets nightlife. Target of the lighting system was to create ambiences that
the customer, decorator and architect
agreed on in every single area

The system programming is maintained with Helvar Workshop
software that is a very efficient tool to control, monitor and maintain lighting systems. As Vasco Santos says, it is user friendly
but very powerful. “It permits reconfiguration of all lighting with
very simple steps, but compared to the possibilities we were
shown during the training course, we are not yet using it at 100%”
Santos says.
About the importance of lighting control João Fontes says:
“People who visits these kinds of sites - hotels, casinos, museums,
shopping malls etc. - don’t realise that the ambiences created
depend 90% on the lighting control. Depending on the size of the
system, the great amount of equipment and many hours of work
in planning, installation, commissioning and programming are not
usually apparent. The lighting control system is equipment that,
although indispensable, is invisible.”

SYSTEM FACTS
6 x 900 Imagine Lighting Router
3 x 924 TouchPanel
11 x DIGIDIM Button Panels
12 x 312 DIGIDIM Multisensor
12 x 303 IR-receiver
6 x 942 DIGIDIM Input Units
19 x HES99400 Imagine Dimmers
25 x HES98030 Imagine Output Units
16 x HES98190 Imagine Relay Units
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JFS-Sistemas
- Helvar Certified Partner
The co-operation with João Fontes and Helvar dates back
over 20 years. A new level of partnership was reached
as JFS-Sistemas was founded on 1st April 2002 by João
Fontes. As proof of a successful and long-term presence
in the Portuguese lighting business, the JFS team has
recently grown to a company of five people and in the
beginning of 2009 JFS moved to new offices. This allows
the company and the team to work in a better environment
with more focus on the goal to achieve excellent results.
Due to JFS-Sistemas’s committed and successful work
in the Portuguese market, Helvar is one of the most well
considered and respected lighting control systems suppliers in the area.
JFS-Sistemas belongs to the group of Helvar Certified
Partners; sign of mutual, long-term commitment.

The JFS-Sistemas team that worked at
Hotel Casino Chaves, starting from the
left: Nuno Castanheira, Sandeep Naik,
Bruno Peixoto & the owner João Fontes.
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